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Summary
The Deaton Paradox is one of the most striking consumption behavior topics in re-
cent years. One attractive explanation of the Deaton Paradox is the long-memory
process hypothesis proposed by Diebold (1991). However, the existence of long-
memory process in the aggregate level consumption data requires that the individ-
ual level data can be fitted by AR processes. As a result, I would like to investigate
on the individual level income data of US families to check the availability of long-
memory process explanation to the Deaton Paradox.
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For the past few decades, consumption behavior is one of the hottest topics dis-
cussed by economists. Aggregate level consumption has one interesting feature
that it is smoother than aggregate income, which means a movement in aggregate
income will lead to comparatively smaller movement of aggregate level consump-
tion. A lot of research has been done on this phenomenon; two prominent hy-
potheses of them are the Permanent Income Hypothesis (PIH) proposed by Fried-
man (1957) and the Life Cycle Hypothesis proposed by Modigliani and Brumberg
(1954). These theories have been used in many macroeconomics textbooks to ex-
plain the consumption behavior.
Traditional Keynesian consumption theory suggests that consumption is de-
termined by current disposable income. Keynes (1936) also argued that the re-
lationship between aggregate income and aggregate consumption is stable during
1
2a considerably long time. Unfortunately, many tests on the consumption suggest
that the relationship between consumption and income is not that simple as Keynes
thought it to be.
As a modification of Keynes’ consumption theory, Friedman (1957) argued that
consumption is more correlated to an individual’s whole life-time labor income,
rather than only to the current income. Whether the current or permanent income
determines the consumption pattern, is the main difference between Keynes and
Friedman’s view.
Readers can understand the PIH by studying the model we introduce below.
Firstly, this theory divides an individual’s life time into T discrete periods. We
use the numbers 1,2,...T to denote these T different periods. For the reason of
convenience, we first introduce a simple model used by Romer (2000). The model
assumes that for the randomly chosen period t, where t is an integer between 1
and T , the interest rate rt is 0, and the discount rate β is 1. Under these two






′(·) > 0, u′′(·) < 0 (1.1)
where u is the utility function for every period and Ct is the consumption in period
t. In addition, this individual has an initial wealth A0, and his labor income in
period t is Yt. In the simplest situation, PIH theory assumes that an individual
3can borrow freely in each time period from his future wealth at a constant interest
rate. As a result, the budget constraint for this individual is:
T∑
t=1




Under this constraint, the individual wants to maximize his utility of his whole
life. Maximizing the utility function (1.1) under the budget constraint (1.2) using









The term in parentheses is the individual’s whole life-time resources, and is
called permanent income by Friedman (1957. He also states that the difference
between current and permanent income is called transitory income. Equation (1.3)
implies that consumption is determined by permanent income.
As PIH is very useful to explain many consumption behaviors, many researchers
went to extend this conclusion under some relaxed conditions environment. Roma
(2000) extends the model we mentioned above to account for uncertainty. He also
adds a condition on the utility function to include quadratic items, for example:
u(Ct) = Ct − a/2C2t .
The budget constraint under uncertainty can be rewritten like:
4T∑
t=1




where E1[.] denotes the expectation conditional on the information available in
period 1. The result of maximizing the quadratic utility function under the budget
constraint (1.4) is:
Ct = Ct−1 + et (1.5)
where et is a white noise process. This is Hall’s (1978) well-known extension of
PIH. Since et’s are white noise, it implies that consumption should follow a random
walk if PIH holds. Continuing the discussion above, Hall (1978) considers a more
complicated model adding interest rate r into consideration. Suppose:






At+1 = (1 + r)(At + Yt − Ct) (1.7)
These two equations show that Et[Ct+1] = Ct. This is just the random walk
process derived by Hall. In addition, we denote the relationship between present
and previous incomes by equation (1.8):
4Yt = φ∆Yt−1 + ut (1.8)
5where ut is a white noise process. If Yt exceeds Et[Ct+1] by 1 unit, we can calculate
that the movement of consumption is larger than 1.
This model shows that if PIH predicts the differenced income ∆Yt follows a
AR(1) process, the volatility of consumption should be larger than the volatility of
unanticipated shocks to income. Yet, this prediction is not supported by real life
income data because variation in consumption is smaller than income innovations.
This excess smoothness of consumption, relative to PIH with persistent income,
has been called “Deaton Paradox” since it is first proposed by Deaton (1988).
Economists try to mainly explain the Deaton Paradox in the following aspects.
One of the explanations is the liquidity constraints assumption proposed by Hall
and Mishkin (1982). In their work, they argue that in the original PIH, if assumes
that individuals can borrow at the same interest rate at which they can save.
However, the interest rate that households pay is often much higher than the rates
they obtain on their savings. In addition, some individuals are unable to borrow
more, regardless of the interest rate. These constraints may influence the savings
behavior of individuals.
Another explanation of the Deaton Paradox is the precautionary saving the-
ory proposed by Ricardo (1978). Hall obtains the random-walk behavior of the
consumption based on the assumption that utility function is quadratic. If this
assumption cannot be satisfied, for instance, the third derivative of the utility func-
tion u is positive rather than 0 which is a property of quadratic functions, then the




′(Et[ct+1]), where E. is the conditional expectation
we have explained earlier. In this situation, a marginal reduction ct increases ex-
pected utility. As a result, individuals tend to save more. This saving is known as
precautionary saving. The precautionary saving theory could partially explain the
excessive smoothness puzzle.
In addition to add some real-life economic conditions to the PIH theory, economists
performed some tests on the assumptions of PIH theory itself. In PIH theory, it
is assumed that consumption is determined by permanent income rather than cur-
rent income, and permanent income is less volatile than current income. Shocks
to current income would generate relatively smaller shocks to permanent income,
and in turn, the consumption.
However, there is no reason to say that permanent income has to be smoother
than current income. Beveridge and Nelson (1981) showed that the innovation
variance of permanent income will exceed that of current income if the growth rate
of current income is positively auto-correlated, and Deaton (1988) drew out the
implication that permanent income is indeed noisier, rather than smoother than
current income.
Campbell and Deaton (1990) assumed that consumers are likely to be able to
predict their incomes better than an outsider with access only to the past history of
the series. Even so, their tests still encountered the excessive smoothness problem
7under the structure of PIH theory. In order to explain the smoothness behavior of
consumption, Campbell and Deaton (1990) argued that there is a positive correla-
tion between the change in consumption and the lagged change in income. They
described PIH through the following equations.
First, they no longer assumed that the interest rate is 0, they used a positive







(1 + r)−iEtYt+i] (1.9)
and the evolution of assets over time is governed by:
At = (1 + r)(At−1 + Yt−1 − Ct−1) (1.10)





(1 + r)−i(Et − Et−1)Yt+i (1.11)
In this equation and hereafter, we define the symbol ∆ as a difference filter, for
example, ∆Ct=Ct - Ct−1. From this equation, we can see that under rational
expectations, changes in consumption are driven by revisions in conditional ex-
pectations of future income, and the properties of the process generating labor
income determines the behavior of consumption. As a result, the estimation of
consumption behaviors derived by PIH should relate to appropriate specification
of the income process.
8For the reason discussed above, in Chapter 2, we would review other researchers’
works on the relationship between income process and the Deaton Paradox. One
plausible explanation of Deaton Paradox by long-memory process is also introduced
in that Chapter. Following that, in Chapter 3, we would like to present the methods
of checking the sufficient conditions of the existence of long-memory process given
in Chapter 2. Our main procedures are conducting unit root tests on the individual
level family income processes as well as on the income panel as a whole. After
discussing the methods we use, Chapter 4 mainly discusses the dataset we use in
the thesis; it also highlights some important standards we follow in choosing the
related variables for our work. Finally, Chapter 5 presents the results of the unit
root tests mentioned in Chapter 3. Based on this, we could reach a conclusion
on whether we can find evidences of the long-memory explanation of the Deaton
Paradox from individual level income processes. That is also the main interest of
this thesis.
Chapter 2
Income data process and Deaton Paradox
In this Chapter, we would like to introduce one kind of time series model which
can explain the Deaton Paradox well. Granger (1981) discusses the application
of integrated time series process to describe some economic data. That paper
discusses some key properties of integrated time series models which are important
to the research works on excessive smoothness phenomenon.
In his paper, Granger (1981) analyzed one kind of time series data in the pattern
of:
(1−B)dxt = A(B)t (2.1)
where xt is a zero mean time series process generated from white noise series t
and B is the backward filter which means Bkt = t−k. In addition, A(Z) is a
polynomial of Z with no root at Z=0. A(B) is also called an ‘integrating filter of
order d’. Under this condition, it is said that xt is an integrated time series process
9
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of order d and labelled as xt ∼ I(d). It is also called a long-memory time series
when d is a real number between -0.5 to 0.5. The term “long-memory” process
comes from the fact that this class of time series has long-memory property. In
other words, the autocorrelation of this kind of time series data decays very slowly,
and they are useful in improving long-run forecasts in economics.
Many efforts have been made to explore the characteristics of long-memory
time series process. Economists believe that on the aggregate level some economic
data have certain properties related to the integrated model.
Granger (1980) checked some economic variables on the aggregate level and
proved that some simple models do have the properties owned by long-memory
series. One of such models is a panel data series xjt, j=1,2,...n, each xjt is inde-
pendent and generated by an AR(1) process
xjt = ajxj,t−1 + jt j = 1, 2, ...n (2.2)
where jt are from independent, zero-mean white noise process. Granger (1980)
wanted to investigate the property of the aggregate level data Sxt =
∑N
j=1 xj,t. The
key to achieve this is to specify the distribution of the population where ai’s are
drawn from. Granger found that if a is a continuous variable rather than a dis-
crete variable defined on some region, then the spectrum function of the aggregate
level data process Sxt will not correspond to any traditional ARMA process with
finite number of parameters. For the reason of mathematical convenience, Granger
11
discussed the situation when ai’s are values independently drawn from a Beta dis-
tribution defined on (0,1). The particular form of the Beta distribution used by
Granger is:
dF (a) = (2/B(p, q))a2p−1(1− a2)q−1da, 0 ≤ a ≤ 1, q > 0, p > 0 (2.3)
Granger investigated this Beta distribution further. When q > 1, then 1 − q/2 <
0.5, he proved that:
Sxt ∼ I(1− q/2) (2.4)
Granger (1980) also argued that the lower bound of a is not necessarily 0. Since
the order of the integration, 1− q/2, dose not depend on p, so the shape of dF (a)
does not have big influence on the distribution (2.4) except the area near a = 1.
For this reason, the lower bound of a could be changed to a number b (where
0 < b < 1 ) without any effect on the main result. However, if we change the upper
bound to a number larger than 1, conclusion (2.4) no longer holds. In summary,
when most of the individual level data generating processes are AR(1) processes
with positive coefficients less than 1, it is possible that the aggregate level data
follows a integrated time series process.
Deaton (1987) found the excess smoothness in conjunction with the empirical
evidence that a large number of macroeconomic variables are well specified by
generating processes with unit roots. Especially for the real labor income data,
Campbell (1987) showed that there is no evidence to reject the null hypothesis
12
that aggregate level income data has unit root phenomenon.
For the convenience of future discussion, we introduce the unit root phenomenon
of time series process here. Suppose we have a time series Y1, Y2, ..., Yn generated
by the model Yt = ρYt−1 + et, where Y0 is a fixed constant and et is a sequence of
independent normal random variables with zero mean and variance σ2. We con-
struct a hypothesis test with null hypothesis ρ = 1 and the alternative hypothesis
ρ < 1 . If we cannot reject this null hypothesis, we could say that the data under
discussion has unit root phenomenon.
The hypothesis that ρ = 1 has some good properties since it tells us that the
non-stationary data can be transformed to stationary data by differencing.
Let us go back to the income data generation process. If the unit root exists,





Φ(L) = 1− φ1L− φ2L2 − ......φpLp
Θ(L) = 1− θ1L− θ2L2 − ......θqLq
and all roots of Φ(z) and Θ(z) are outside the unit circle.
Beginning from this income generation time series model, Diebold and Rude-
busch (1991) checked the effect of a shock to income t on consumption. In other
13
words, denoting the relationship between consumption variation and income vari-
ation by the equation ∆Ct = kt, they explored the value of k. Given equation
(1.9), (1.10), (1.11), they deduced that:




where Φ−1(L)Θ(L) = A(L) = 1 + a1L+ a2L2... and β = 1/1 + r
Here, they deem cβ∞ as the discounted sum of income changes resulting from
the shock t.
If the income generation processes are the common ARIMA models used by
Deaton (1987), Diebold and Rudebusch (1991) obtained the same result as Deaton’s
conclusion that cβ∞ was substantially above unity, and this conclusion would lead
to the claim we mentioned before that if PIH was true, the variability of observed
consumption should be larger than the changes of income innovations. However,
what Deaton did was just simple ADF test on the aggregate level income data.
Actually, Sowell (1990) found that if the aggregate level data has long-memory
property, the ADF test has very low power, which means, even if the aggregate
level data do not reject the unit root test, we cannot say the aggregate level data
follows ARIMA process.
Indeed, Diebold and Rudebusch (1989)had already done some investigations
on many aggregate level economics data, including quarterly Real GNP data of
the U.S. since 1869. They found that according to the spectral shape analysis,
14
most of the aggregate level economics data could be fitted well by differenced time
series process. However,a first difference time series process is usually too much
to capture the real life economics data. A proper way to describe them is using
integrated process with difference level d between 0 is 1. Diebold and Rudebusch
(1989) estimated the d for many aggregate level income data, and found that all
of them are below unity. As a result, they concluded that it seems that aggregate
level economics data has long-memory property.
Based on their research in 1989 we mentioned above, Diebold and Rudebusch
(1991) use (1−B)dYt instead of ∆Yt in equation (2.5) to describe income process,
where d here is between 0 and 1 rather than a integer, thus they get:
Φ(B)(1−B)dYt = Θ(B)t, t ∼ (0, σ2) (2.7)
Here, allowing for non-integer values of d, Diebold and Rudebusch used generalized
long-memory stochastic representation, which is called ARFIMA/ARIFMA (Au-
toregressive Fractional Integrated Moving Average) model. This kind of time series
process is called ARFIMA/ARIFMA process because it could display significant
dependence between observations widely separated in time and the correlations of
these observations decline slowly.
This seemingly little change is especially important to the Deaton Paradox.
Diebold and Rudebusch tested the quarterly labor income data of US as reported
in the National Income and Product Accounts (NIPA) to find the properties of d
15
and k, the discounted impulse response data cβ∞. Their testing method could be
described as:
(1) Choose a certain level of d by empirical experiments first.
(2) After that, find the best estimated time series model by AIC Criteria.
(3) Next, they varied the footnote of cβ∞ defined in equation (2.6), where the
footnote stands for the period lasted of the economic horizon.
The result showed that if the ARFIMA/ARIFMA model is the proper one
chosen to describe the aggregate level data, the value of k varies violently for
different d values. In addition, the d value is full of uncertainty. Since k value is
expressed by ∆Ct = kt, the uncertainty of d value and the big variation caused by
this uncertainty give us an idea to explain the Deaton Paradox. The large intervals
of k values tell us that precise inference about long-memory series is very difficult
because of the short time span of observations of the available income data. And
what the PIH model has predicted about the larger variation of consumption data
compared to income data may not be right since we have no evidence to show
that income data generation process is consistent in the long run. In contrast,
the ARFIMA/ARIFMA model constructs a wide range confidence interval for the
long-run impulse response of income, which may include the case that the variance
of income is even larger than that of consumption. If this situation appears, the
excess smoothness vanishes.
16
The long-memory process is an attractive explanation to Deaton Paradox, re-
member we mentioned earlier in this Chapter that the sufficient condition for the
existence of long-memory process on the aggregate level data is that most of the
individual level time series data could be fitted by AR(1) processes with the first
lag parameter near 1. Since Diebold and Rudebusch (1989) suggest that aggre-
gate level income data has long-memory property, in the following parts of this
thesis, we try to perform unit root tests on the US household level income data (
We will discuss the data we use in Chapter 4 )to find supporting evidence of this
long-memory property from individual level income processes. If we reject the unit
root hypothesis on most of the household level income data, which means most of
them are stationary, then we find the sufficient conditions described by Granger
(1981) and we can use the long-memory process explanation to explain the Deaton
paradox. On the other hand, if we cannot reject the unit root hypothesis on most
of the individual level income data, then we have to say that Granger’s sufficient
condition cannot be found from the individual level data we used. As a result, the
long-memory process explanation to the Deaton paradox cannot found evidence
from Micro level data.
Chapter 3
Unit Root Tests of Income Data
In this Chapter, we try to use some widely used unit root test methods to check
the existence of unit roots in the household level income data. We want to divide
the job into two parts. For a given panel income data, (ideally the panel income
data is symmetric, which means the observation years of each family in these panel
data are the same), we first conduct unit root tests on every family’s household
income data, and make a summarization table to find whether the assumption that
most household income data generation processes have a unit root, is true. After
that, we use two methods proposed by Maddala and Wu (1999) and Im and Shin
(2003) to check the panel level unit root phenomenon, in order to make a further
insurance of the existence of unit root.
17
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3.1 Unit root tests for household families
For the single family level unit root tests, we simply use the Dickey-Fuller (DF)
test proposed by Dickey and Fuller (1979). The basic DF test assumes that the
time series in hand could be expressed by a AR(1) model:
Yt = a+ ρYt−1 + et (3.1)
where et is generated from a white-noise process and “a” is a constant. To check
the unit root phenomenon is equivalent to check whether the assumption that ρ is
1 is true. If we subtract Yt−1 from both sides of equation (3.1), we will get a new
equation:
∆Yt = a+ γYt−1 + et (3.2)
where γ equals to ρ-1. We can see from the equation that the unit root hypothesis
equals to the hypothesis that γ equals to 0. Dickey and Fuller had already explored
the distribution of the t-statistic for γ and made a table for reference. Using this
table, we can accept or reject the unit root hypothesis easily.
A more sophisticated modification of the DF test mentioned in the same paper
by Dickey and Fuller (1979) is the Augmented Dickey Fuller test (ADF). The
difference here is they no longer fit the process by simply the AR(1) model but
also fit the data with higher order AR processes, typically:
Yt = a+ ρ1Yt−1 + ρ2Yt−2 + ...ρpYt−p + et (3.3)
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where et is generated from white noise and “a” is a constant. Dickey and Fuller
(1979) has rewritten equation (3.3) as:
∆Yt = a+ γYt−1 + Σ
p
i=2βi∆Yt−i+1 + et (3.4)
where γ = −[1 −∑pi=1 ρi] We can test the hypothesis that γ = 0 using the same
t-statistic discussed above.
Having seen the basic ideas of DF and ADF methods, we can come back at
our problems. Two problems need to be addressed here. The first one is how to
choose proper lags of the time series model. As Dickey and Fuller discussed before,
the DF test methods is only valid when the time series could be expressed as AR
process. However, the consumption data we have could be fitted into a wider range
of ARMA processes rather than AR processes only. Said and Dickey (1984) had
shown that an ARIMA (p, 1, q) process can be well approximated by an ARIMA
(n, 1, 0) process of order n no more than T 1/3. Here T is the length of each time
series process in the panel. Having this condition, we would like to fit the time
series in this thesis into AR processes for DF and ADF test. In addition to that,
as what we will discuss in the next Chapter, the length of the consumption data
is 29 time points, which means T 1/3 is around 3. Thus we will conduct DF test for
AR(1) and ADF test for AR(2) model only.
To further ensure the validity of the model fitting, later in Chapter five, we
would like to present the best fitted time series models of the consumption data
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with the help of AIC criteria. We will see that since the length of the data is
not very long, a short lag AR model would better describe the structure of the
generating process.
Other problems we have to consider involve the constant value and the time
trend included in the model. As Dickey and Fuller argued, different structures
of the times series processes will lead to different distributions of γ ’s t-statistic.
There are three basic types of regression equations that can be used to test for the
presence of unit root.
∆Yt = γYt−1 + et (3.5)
∆Yt = a+ γYt−1 + et (3.6)
∆Yt = a+ γYt−1 + bt+ et (3.7)
The difference of these three regressions involves the presence of the drift el-
ement a and the linear time trend bt. There is no standard rule to tell us which
model would be best to describe the situation we meet. However, in our analysis,
we would like to perform a regression of the income data on the age of the individ-
uals in the data processing stage. After the regression, we will subtract the time
influence from the original income data. As a result, there would be no time trend
influence on the remaining part of the income data. In other words, the data we
use for the unit root test would be de-trended from time influence. In Chapter 4,
we will present the graph of the income data after detrending the age effect. It is
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easy to see that the remaining data has little relationship with the time trend.
On the other hand, consider the real-life income situation. It is reasonable
to believe that every family could have some constant income like some kind of
transfer income. As a result, we would like to choose model (3.6) with a constant
for our analysis.
For the two concerns raised above, we will choose model (3.6) to fit the con-
sumption data and conduct the unit root test. We will conduct the DF test on the
AR(1) model as well as the ADF test on the AR(2) model for every single family
in the panel income data we have.
In conclusion, in section 3.1, we choose model (3.6) to perform the Dickey-
Fuller test on every family’s income data after considering several important real
life constrictions. In addition to that, we would also like to conduct an Augmented
Dickey Fuller test on every family’s income data with the following model:
∆Yt = a+ γYt−1 + β∆Yt−1 + et (3.8)
The test results are also useful in section 3.2. We will discuss this next.
3.2 Panel unit root test for the income panel
In addition to conducting unit root tests on every single family’s income data, we
also want to conduct a panel level unit root test on the whole panel data. We
consider two methods here. Both of them are based on the results from the tests
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we introduced in section 3.1.
The first one we consider here is the T-bar test proposed by Im, Pesaran and
Shin (IPS) (2003). The advantage of the IPS test is that the method they proposed
will accommodate heterogeneity across groups. For instance, in our situation, this
method allows the variability of the individual specific effects ai, allowing the model
to assumes that different families may have different constant influence on their
income. In addition, this model could also deal with the residual serial correlations
within the families. This is reasonable, since the US families we researched on are
in the same economics environment.
After discussing the advantage of the IPS method, let us introduce the model
required for the test. Let us consider a general case first. Consider a sample of
N cross-sections and T time periods. If in the original ADF test for every single
family, we fit the family income data with AR(p) process, then the regression model
could be written as:
∆Yit = ai + γiYi,t−1 +
p∑
j=1
βij∆Yi,t−j + eit, i = 1, 2, ...N, t = 1, 2, ...T (3.9)
As we have discussed in section 3.1, our assumption on eit’s is that they are
independently distributed as normal variates with zero means and finite hetero-
geneous variance. As we mentioned before, they could also be called white noise
process. The initial values, Yi0, Yi,−1,...,Yi,−pi are given. For the panel data unit
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root test, the null hypothesis is:
H0 : γi = 0 (3.10)
for all i, against the alternatives:
H1 : γi < 0, i = 1, 2, ..., N1, γi = 0, i = N1 + 1, N1 + 2, ...N (3.11)
One thing to remark here is that our alternative hypothesis allows the situation
where some of the individual processes have unit root while others are stationary,
rather than the situation that all of the processes in the panel should be stationary.
Actually, this alternative hypothesis is more realistic concerning the real life data
we have.
In the ADF test for each family, we have calculated the t-statistic of each γi
under the null hypothesis that γi=0 for inference. Here, we use tiT to label the
t-statistic for γi. And we also introduce a new statistic tNT to label the mean
statistic of tiT ’s.It is obvious that the new statistic includes all the information
from each ADF regressions we have done before, and it is also a good statistic for
us to make inference on the hypothesis test in (3.10).
Since we are interested in the distribution and statistical properties of statistic
tNT , our first job is to explore what parameters could have influence on its distri-
bution. First, when N is large enough, our main interest is the different tNT values
when T is different. In other words, the length of the panel could have impact on
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the statistics properties of tNT . Secondly, as we mentioned above, the lags p of the
fitted AR(p) models could also have influence on the tNT statistic. As a result, Im
(2003) presented a table involving the mean and variance of tNT statistic under
different T and P values by simulation. Also, this table considered two different
time series models with or without time trend.
Having mean and variance for the tNT statistic, the last work for us to do is to
make the inference. It is proved in Im (2003)’s paper that the statistic Zt converges
in distribution to a standard Normal distribution, where:
Zt =
√
N(tNT − E(tT,P ))√
V ar(tT,P )
(3.12)
Now, our work is simplified to a hypothesis test with a standard normal statistic.
If Zt is critical, then we reject the null hypothesis that all of the families income
processes follow unit root process, instead of that, some of them may be stationary.
Otherwise, we should accept the null hypothesis.
Recall that we have chosen AR(1) and AR(2) processes to conduct the unit
root tests, the models are:
∆Yit = ai + γiYi,t−1 + eit, (3.13)
where ai is an individual family special constant.
If we fit the income data with AR(2) process, then the income process of family
could be described as:
∆Yit = ai + γiYi,t−1 + βi∆Yi,t−1 + eit (3.14)
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From the two equations above, we can see our work here is to choose the mean
and variance from Im’s table given T . We should use the statistics with p = 1 for
the AR(1) process and p = 2 for the AR(2) process. After that, we will get two
Zt−bar statistics and use them to accept or reject the panel unit root hypothesis
separately.
After discussing the IPS test, we would like to introduce another test for panel
unit root test based on a simple idea proposed by Fisher in 1930’s. Suppose there
are N independent hypothesis tests, and the results of these hypothesis tests are
known. We can get the p-values for these hypothesis tests and we denote pi as the
p-value for the i-th test. If we explore the distribution of the statistic −2∑ logepi,
it could be seen that this statistic follows a Chi-square distribution with degree of
freedom 2N .
Based on the above conclusion, we can consider another method to combine
the results of the single unit root tests. Unlike the IPS test who use the t-statistics
directly as the tool for test, we will calculate the p-values for each t-statistics and
compute the Fisher statistic −2∑ logepi. This will be used to accept or reject the
panel unit root hypothesis test.
Unfortunately, unlike in the IPS test, where the mean and variance of the
summation statistic
∑
ti has already been explored and tabulated for us, we do
not know the distribution of each ti themselves. Actually, the distribution of the
γi derived from the ADF test is totally unknown to us. As a result, there is no
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p-value table available for us to check, unlike that for other common distributions.
Since all of the γi come from the same distribution which describes the AR
coefficient of the ADF test, we can actually construct a simulation and compare
the t-statistic results with the simulation results; the ratio is the p-value for the
t-statistic when the size of the simulation sample is large enough.
The simulation could be constructed as follow. We consider the p-value for
the AR(1) process first, and the p-value for the AR(2) process could be calculated
in the same way. For the AR(1) process, consider M times series processes with
T observations ( where T is the number of observations for each family in our
dataset). Each of these processes are generated by a simple random walk process,
which means, if we use Yit to denote the t-th observation of the i-th family income
data process, we have:
∆Yit = a+ φiYi,t−1 + eit (3.15)
where eit is white noise.
From the previous analysis we know that for each constructed time series pro-
cess i, we could perform a regression, as in (3.15), and estimate the coefficient φi
for each regression. After that, we could also construct the t-statistic for each φi
under the unit root hypothesis since the simulated process is based on random walk
process. As a result, for the original data of the family incomes, we could also get
a t-statistic for the coefficient γi for each family. Compare the M t-statistics from
the simulations with each t-statistic from the family income process, we are now
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interested in the ratio between the number of simulated t-statistics that are larger
than ti for each γi and M , where ti is the t-statistic for γi. Obviously, the ratio
mentioned above for each ti, could be treated as the p-value for this t-statistic. In
Chapter 5, we would like to tabulate the simulated p-values of the data we used.
Getting the p-values from the above simulation, our next step is to construct
the Fisher statistic (−2∑ logepi) with d.f .2N , and use this statistic to test our
hypothesis of panel unit root.
Chapter 4
Extracting PSID Data
We have mentioned in Chapter 2 and 3, if we could prove the assumption that most
of the household level income processes could be fitted by AR(1) process with AR
coefficients near 1, we may imply that the aggregate level income process may
have a long-memory property. This property could be an attractive explanation
for Deaton Paradox.
As such, the problem we want to check in this thesis is whether the assumption
“most of the household level income data could be described by a time series process
with AR (1) coefficient near 1.” The data we use in this thesis comes from the Panel
Study of Income Dynamics (PSID) database, (http://psidonline.isr.umich.edu/)
which is published by University of Michigan. Starting in 1968, PSID involves a
longitudinal study of a representative sample of U.S. individuals (men, women, and
children) and the family units in which they reside. This database has recorded the
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economics behavior on the family level as well as on the individual level, including
income, consumption and other variables.
Since all of the models and assumptions discussed in Chapter 3 are based on the
non-capital income of the households, thus we also want to find out the non-capital
households’ income from PSID. Before choosing the data, several conditions should
be satisfied in order to make the following works reasonable.
1. We only choose the non-capital income related variables from PSID, which
include husband’s labor income, wife’s labor income, and all kinds of transfer
incomes, such as unemployment insurance, disability compensation, and alimony
and social security payments.
2. For generality, we avoid choosing families from the poverty sub groups from
PSID, and for the same reason, we discard families with 0 non-capital incomes
during the study years.
3. For consistency, the families we choose in this work should have the same
person as the family head, thus ensuring us that we are tracking the income record
of the same household.
4. The data for the year 1968 does not include the transfer income record of
each household, thus this year’s data could not be included in our panel. From
year 1999, the structure of PSID changed to publishing data every two years. To
maintain the time structure of our data, we stop our data selection at year 1997.
For these two reasons mentioned, the length of our panel is 29 consecutive years.
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Having the four conditions, we can choose data from the PSID data center.
http://simba.isr.umich.edu/VS/i2.aspx.
To satisfy conditions 1 and 2, we can choose variables ‘Husband’s labor income’,
‘Wife’s labor income’, ‘Family’s main transfer income’, ‘Age of Head’ and ‘Other
family members’ transfer income’ from ‘Family Data Index’. In addition, if we
choose year 1969-1997, we can naturally satisfy condition 4. Nonetheless, condition
3 requires more attention.
From ‘Family Data Index’, we could find a variable called family ID in year
1968. Indeed, these IDs have given the families involved in the 1968’s first PSID
survey a unique tracking number throughout the following survey. Unfortunately,
these IDs could not enable us to track the income history of a typical family. The
reason is that, according to PSID’s rule, when a child without income has grown
into an adult with income, he (or she) would be no longer considered as a member
of the original family. Instead, he (or she) should be considered as the head of a
new family and join the PSID survey on subsequent years. The problem is that
this kind of newly appeared families shared the same 1968’s ID number with their
mother families, and we cannot identify which family is the original 1968 one using
only the 1968 family ID.
To solve this problem, we have to choose the variable individual ID of the
family on year 1968 from the Individual Data Index. This variable tells us the
organization of a typical family in 1968. For example, if this variable is labelled
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as 1, this means this individual was the family head on year 1968, and 2 is for
the wife, followed by other family members. This variable is universal to every
family member of a family. As a result, even in the following years, when some
families share a same 1968 family ID, we can still identify the original 1968 family
by individual ID.
After all the works above, we finally find out 760 families whose income records
are continuous without interruptions from 1969 to1997. This panel data are the
data we used to conduct further tests. Figures 4.1 and 4.2 are obtained from this
panel. Figure 4.1 shows the income of observed families versus the family heads’
ages. Figure 4.2 shows the log income data versus age. To check the assumption
of unit root completely, we restructure the dataset and conduct the unit root test
on both the original panel and the new one. We will delete the variable ‘Other
member’s transfer income’ from the original data since it is negligible compared
with the whole household income. Indeed, we are mainly interested in the labor
income of husband and wife, thus it is necessary to perform an independent test
of the husband and wife’s income solely. The modification gives us a new dataset
with 746 families with non-zero income observations. We also draw Figures 4.3
and 4.4 to show the new panel where Figure 4.3 is the income of observed families
versus the family heads’ ages while Figure 4.4 is the log-income of these families
versus ages.
From the Figures above, we see that the aggregate level US family data as
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Figure(4.2) Log Income VS Age for Original Data
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Figure(4.4) Log Income VS Age for Modified Data
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well as its logarithm appears to follow a hump-shaped pattern, which means these
families income have experienced an increasing then dropping process. This is a
reasonable pattern to fit the real daily activities since income, when plotted against
age, would increase at first and then drop. Nonetheless, we still need to do some
further processing works to ensure that the final data we use to check the unit
root assumption could present the behavior of family income trend to the best
extend, whereas all other possible influencing factors which could cause a trend in
the income data should be deleted initially.
First, we realize that the PSID consumption data is collected from US families
by doing a survey directly. As a result, the panel data we have is the nominal
income data of US families. Yet, the inflation could change the nominal income of
a typical family dramatically whereas the real income of this family does not have
such a big difference as before. As a result, we want to operate on real income
rather than nominal income to do our unit root test. To achieve this goal, we use
the US CPI (Consumer Price Index), (http://www.bls.gov/cpi/) to get the real
labor income.
After getting the real income data, our next job is to take the logarithm value
of the data for the convenience of future regressions.
Then, the last but most important factor we should not ignore is the Age. As
one could imagine, it is natural that the income would have a trend related to the
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age of the individuals. To de-trend this influence, we perform the following regres-
sion using our log-income data and the age variable from the Family Data Index.
The detrend method is to identity the effects of age by running the regression below
on the full panel. (Gomes and Michaelides, 2005)
Iit = A+B1 × age+B2 × age2 +B3 × age3 + timedummies+ ζit (4.1)
where Iit is family i
′s total labor income of year t since 1969. Age is corresponding
to the age of family i′s head on year t from 1969. In addition, we set the time
dummy matrix in the following way. For a given family, if we treat this family’s
29 years income as a vector I29∗1, then the time dummy matrix is a 29 × 28
matrix where the diagonal value of the matrix is 1 whereas other cells of this
matrix is 0. For the original dataset, we have 760 families, which means we have
29 × 760 = 22040 income observations in a given year. As a result, the structure
of the time dummy matrix for the whole dataset should be a matrix with 22040
columns and 28 time vectors. The construction of the time dummy matrix for the
modified data is the same, and it is a matrix with 21634 columns and 28 time
vectors.
The results of the regressions are shown below. For the dataset with 760 ob-
servations, the coefficients are:
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Coefficients p− value
A = 2.795e+ 00 p< 2e− 16
B1=1.310e-01 p < 2e-16
B2= -1.780e-03 p<2e-16
B3= 4.418e-06 p=0.000704
Table 4.1 Coefficients and p-values for regression on I1
For the dataset with 746 observations, the coefficients are:
Coefficients p− value
A= 2.833e+00 p< 2e-16
B1=1.390e-01 p < 2e-16
B2= -1.883e-03 p= 2.31e-15
B3= 4.613e-06 p= 0.003871
Table 4.2 Coefficients and p-values for regression on I2
If we subtract the effect of age from the income data, what left should be the
pure variation track of income. If we label a household’s income without influence
of age as I, then we can define I as:
Iit = iit − A−B1 × age−B2 × age2 −B3 × age3 (4.2)
The two new matrixes of I760∗29 and I746∗29 then are the final processed data pre-
























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Figure4.5 Detrended Original Data
removing the effect of age. Both of the two Figures move around the zero point
























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Figure4.6 Detrended Modified Data
Chapter 5
Results and Analysis
In this Chapter, we would like to present the results of unit root tests conducted
on the PSID data as described in previous Chapter.
5.1 The results of unit root tests for household
incomes
As we mentioned in Chapter 3, we first conduct the unit root tests using DF
and ADF methods on each family’s income data. For the reason of accuracy (as
mentioned in Chapter 4), we conduct these tests on two panels of income data,
one includes the transfer income of other family members and the other does not.
We denote the previous dataset I1 (For I1, there are 760 observations, and I1
= Husband labor income + Wife labor income + Main transfer income + other
39
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transfer incomes.) and the latter one I2 (For I2, there are 746 observations, and I2
= Husband labor income + Wife labor income + Main transfer income ). Let us
first present the results for I1.
For a given dataset I1, as mentioned in Chapter 3, since our dataset are quite
short, we just to do the DF test (fitting the process with AR(1)) and ADF test
with lag(2), (fitting the process with AR(2)). For each family income process, the
unit root test would report us a t-statistic for the coefficient γ. Dickey (1976) had
already explored the distribution for these t-statistics and made a statistic table
for inference. In our job, we consider the confidence level 0.01 and 0.05 separately,
and check how many observations reject the assumption that γ equals to 0. Recall
the discussion in Chapter 3, for a unit root test, if we reject the hypothesis that
the coefficient γ equals to 0, we can say the process is stationary. Table (5.1) shows
the percentage of observation do not reject the unit root hypothesis.
0.99 level 0.95 level
DF ADF(Lag2) DF ADF(Lag2)
Number of no-reject observations 595 704 475 624
Percentage 78.16 92.5 62.37 81.97
Table 5.1 ADF Unit root result for I1 (760 Observations)
Using the same method, Table (5.2) shows the unit root tests results for the I2
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income data
0.99 level 0.95 level
DF ADF(Lag2) DF ADF(Lag2)
Number of no-reject observations 586 698 456 619
Percentage 78.34 93.32 60.96 82.75
Table 5.2 ADF Unit root result for I2 (748 Observations)
Both tables show that most of the families’ income data process would not
reject the unit root hypothesis, which means, it may not be proper for us to say
that most of the US families’ income data process are stationary.
Before presenting the results of panel unit root tests, we would like to show
some results to support that lag 1 and lag 2 ADF tests are sufficient for our case.
We fit the processes of income data with several possible time series models, and
for each family, we use the AIC criteria to choose the best model for this family’s
income process. The results show that, for most families, low order processes, in
most situations, best describe the processes of the given family incomes. Table 5.3
and 5.4 show the fitted time series models of data I1 and I2 using AIC criteria.


















Table 5.3 Best fitted models for I1 data panel


















Table 5.4 Best fitted models for I2 data panel
Actually, from the table above, we can also conclude that most of the family
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income data are not stationary.
5.2 The results of panel unit root tests for house-
hold incomes
In Chapter 3, except for the unit root tests on every single family, we also mentioned
two methods of panel unit root test proposed by two research papers. Both require
the results for unit root tests on individual level. Till now, we have obtained the
t-statistics for γ of every family’s income process. As a result, we can conduct the
IPS directly.
Recall that the IPS test requires the mean and variance for the summation of
t statistics. To decide this, we need to know the length of the panel as well as
the lags of the fitted process. In our case, the length of our data is 29, and we
fit the data with AR(1) process and AR(2) process separately. From table (3) of
Im and Pesaran (2003), the mean and variance for tNT are −1.526 and 0.789 for
AR(1) model and −1.519 and 0.831 for AR(2) model. Using these two groups of
statistics, we do the IPS test for data I1 and I2 separately. Table (5.5) shows the
standardized tNT (which is asymptotically Standard Normal ) for I1 and I2, under
two situations when we fit the income process with AR(1) or AR(2) separately.
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I1 dataset I2 dataset
AR(1) AR(2) AR(1) AR(2)
Zt -36.03 -36.76 -38.46 -37.68
Table 5.5 The results of IPS test on Data I1 and I2
From table 5.5 we can see that the absolute value of the statistics we obtained
from the IPS test for both dataset are quite large. As a result, they will result in
very small p values. Because of the small p-value, we reject the null hypothesis of
the IPS test that every family has a unit root income process, and we believe that
some of the family’s income processes are stationary. This is consistent with the
result we get from the single level unit root tests conducted on every family.
In addition to the IPS test, another method that is available to use in our case
is the Fisher’s method suggested by Maddala and Wu (1996). Unlike the IPS test,
Fisher’s test make use of the p-values of the statistics rather than the statistics
themselves. In our case, we have 760 observations in dataset I1, and if we use pi
to denote the observed significance level for the i-th test, then −2∑ logepi has a
chi-square distribution with d.f. 1520.
As we have mentioned in Chapter 3, the t-statistics of the coefficients of the AR
processes γi under the unit root hypothesis do not simply come from a t-distribution
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which we can find the p-values directly. As a result, one way we can find the p-
values for these coefficients is to do a simulation. In PSID data, the length of each
individual level income process T is 29, and the number of independent hypothesis
tests N equals to 760 and 746 for datasets I1 and I2 separately. In addition, we
choose M = 500,000 as the number of random walk processes we generated. Table
5.6 and 5.7 summarized the simulated p-values for datasets I1 and I2. Actually,
for both datasets, the summation of the logged p-values from the simulations is
−∞. This number not only enables us to reject the null hypothesis that all of
the families have unit root, but also tells us that certain families’ income process
has coefficient γi with p-values quite near to 0. Continuing the discussion, small
p-value means that for these families, the coefficients γi are significantly different
from 1. As a result, for these families, we reject the hypothesis that their income
processes have unit root. In addition, the remaining families have comparatively
large p-values and this implies that most of the families do not reject the unit root
null hypothesis. Combining the implications from the Fisher’s test, we can imply
the consistent conclusion with the conclusion from IPS test.
p− values 0 0− 0.01 0.01− 0.05 0.05− 1
No. of Obs 22 172 75 491
Table 5.6 Simulated p-values for I1
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p− values 0 0− 0.01 0.01− 0.05 0.05− 1
No. of Obs 19 165 77 485
Table 5.7 Simulated p-values for I2
Chapter 6
Conclusion
The Deaton Paradox is one of the hottest topics discussed by economists over the
years. One attractive explanation to Deaton paradox was proposed by Diebold
(1991). The key idea of Diebold’s paper is that if the aggregate level consumption
data could be fitted by a long-memory time series process, then the behavior of
consumption is not that easy to predict as the traditional PIH theory suggested. As
a result, sometimes the variation of the consumption data could be more stationary
than that of the income data. Yet, there are several conditions that need to be
satisfied if we want to fit the aggregate level income data into a long-memory
process. One sufficient condition discussed by Granger (1981) is that most of the
individual level time series processes could be fitted by AR(1) processes with the
AR(1) coefficients coming from a β distribution. As a result, in my thesis, I would
like to check the best fit time series models of the individual level income data to
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find evidences to support the long-memory explanation from individual level. The
main method we use is to conduct unit root tests on the individual level income
data. In addition, we also conduct a panel unit root test on the whole data panel.
Our results suggest that most of the individual level income data processes should
be fitted by unit root processes rather than stationary ones and the remaining part
of the individual level incomes could be fitted by AR processes. This implies that
the Granger’s sufficient condition to get long-memory property on the aggregate
level income process is not available from the individual level income data. For
this reason, although the empirical evidence of the long-memory process provided
an attractive explanation of the Deaton Paradox, we cannot find enough evidence
from the individual level income data to support the existence of long-memory
process. As a result, the long-memory process explanation of the Deaton Paradox
may be not that useful as Diebold (1991) argued. More works could be done in
order to establish the reliability of the long-memory process theory. For example,
some tests can be done on the aggregate level PSID income data to investigate
whether the aggregate level income data has the long-memory property as Diebold
and Rudebusch (1989) suggested. If it has, we can get another conclusion that
Granger’s work only gives a sufficient condition but not a necessary one for the
existence of long-memory property.
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modi_Panel=Panel[check==0,] /* modi_Panel kicks out zero obs */
Price_Index=read.table("C:\\PI.txt",header=FALSE) B=matrix(,348,1)












Data[,i]=log(Data[,i]) /* Get the log-income*/
Data[,i+29]=modi_Panel[,i+29]
}
Data1=matrix(,760,29) Data2=matrix(,760,29) for(i in 1:29) {
Data1[,i]=Data[,i] Data2[,i]=Data[,i+29] }
Data1=t(Data1) Data2=t(Data2)
Income=matrix(Data1,,1) Age=matrix(Data2,,1) Age1=Age^2 Age2=Age^3
T1=matrix(,22040,28) T2=matrix(0,29,28)
for(i in 1:28) {
T2[i,i]=1 T1[,i]=rep(T2[,i],760) /*T1 is the time dummy matrix*/
}
summary(lm(Income~1+Age+Age1+Age2+T1)) /*Detrend the age effect*/
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a= 2.795e+00 b= 1.310e-01 c=-1.780e-03 d= 4.418e-06
Residual=matrix(,760,29) for(i in 1:29)
{
Residual[,i]=Data[,i]-a-b*Data[,i+29]-c*Data[,i+29]^2-d*Data[,i+29]^3
} /*We conduct our test on Residual finally*/
A=matrix(0,760,2) B=matrix(,760,28) C=matrix(,760,28)






Nounit1=which(abs(Unitroot1)>3.75)/*DF at critical level 0.01*/







Nounit1=which(abs(Unitroot2)>3.75) /ADF Lag2 at 0.01 level*/






Zbar2=N^(0.5)*(tbar-Mean2)/Var2^(0.5) /*IPS test at lags 1 and 2*/
A=matrix(0,500000,2) t=matrix(0,500000,1) y0=0
D=matrix(,28,500000) y=matrix(,29,500000) y1=matrix(,28,500000)
for(j in 1:500000) { y[,j]=rnorm(29)+y0





} /*Simulation for the P values of Dickey Fuller distribution*/
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P1=matrix(,760,1) for(i in 1:760) {
P1[i,1]=mean(t[,1]>Unitroot1[i,1]) }
Lemda=-2*sum(log(P1)) /*Fisher’s method*/
